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Baker
to
announce
proposed
academic
cuts
By William Douglass
Staff Writer

The budget ax is finally fall
ing on Cal Poly’s academic
programs, and the administra
tion will announce today where
those cuts will be made.
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker is expected to release
recommendations today for $5.4
million in cuts to academic
programs.
Baker is making the announ
cement to faculty and staff today

■ All seven schools will absorb part of the $5.4 million in budget
reductions. Some departments are expected to be hit hard.
at 11 a.m . in C h u m ash
Auditorium. The recommenda
tions are expected to contain
major cuts to a number of
academic departments.
Baker’s executive assistant,
Howard West, said the recom
mendations were made by a spe
cial committee of 14 faculty
members organized to find areas

to make academic budget cuts.
West would not comment on the
pHKedure the committee used to
determine where the cuts should
be made, saying that will also be
announced today.
The committee made the
recom m endations early this
week, and the Council of Deans
met Wednesday to modify the

proposal.
After the budget proposal is
announced, it will be forwarded
to the President’s Advisory Com
mittee on Budget Resource Al
locations for recommendation
before Baker makes his final
decision.
West said the cuts would be
effective for the 1991-92 schoid

year, which begins July 1.
In order to make up the $5.4
million shortfall. Cal Poly could
layoff as many as 100 lecturers
and part-time employees. West
said the plan will probably not
include the layoff of tenured
faculty members.

Several deans and depart
ment heads were told that the
faculty committee called for the
elimination of the journalism
department, the ornamental hor
See CUT.S, page 12

City of San Luis Obispo
denies guilt in response
to ex-student’s lawsuit
By William Douglass

Staff Writer

The City of San Luis Obispo
responded to a lawsuit brought
by a former Cal Poly student,
saying it was not responsible for
the injuries he sustained during
last year’s Poly Royal riots.
Local attorney Michael Seitz
has been hired to defend the city,
the Police Department and police
officer Steven Miller against a $1
million lawsuit brought by Jef
frey Sanders.
Sanders, who was ASl presi
dent during the 1984-85 sch<x)l
year, filed suit against the city
and local law enforcement agen
cies in April.
Sanders claims that during
the Poly Royal riot in April 1990
police officers beat him with
batons, kicked him and hit him
with their fists. The suit claims

that despite serious injuries —
bruises and cuts over his entire
body — police refused Sanders
proper medical treatment.
Sanders was arrested at the
scene, and charges of unlawful
assembly and disturbing the
peace were later dismissed for
lack of evidence.
In a response to the lawsuit
filed with the San Luis Obispo
Superior Court and dated May 1,
the city said Sanders was
responsible for his own injuries.
The court document claims
that Sanders was “careless and
negligent” by being at the scene
of the riot and not dispersing
when police ordered the crowd to
do so. The response claims that
S an d ers “ a cted with fu ll
knowledge of the situation and
assumed the risk.”
The response claims that
See LAWSUIT, page 12

Editor says newspapers
should alter perspective
By Travis Swafford
Staff Writer

Newspaper writers (mostly
white males) spend too much
time talking to people like them
selves, said the associate editor
of the Op-Ed page for the
Philadelphia Inquirer, Lorraine
Branham.
At Tuesday night’s meeting of
the Cal Poly chapter o f the
Society o f Professional Jour
nalists, Branham said that
writers are isolated. “We just
need to get out and talk with our
readers,” Branham said.
T he T em p le U n iv e r s ity
graduate said that during her
two years on the Op-Ed page at
the Inquirer, she has tried to ad
dress the issue of declining
readership by adding more local
com m en ta ry and c o v e rin g

minority issues.
“There is a real need to bring
more diversity to the Op-Ed
page,” Branham said.
She said it is hard to ac
complish this goal. “Lots of times
minorities don’t understand how
to get access to the paper,”
Branham said. “Often, they don’t
even know how to write an OpEd article.”
Branham noted that putting
forth an extra effort to get “uni
que perspectives” results in more
interesting and rewarding com
mentaries.
She recalled paying a home
less man the standard rate of
$100 to write his opinion o f the
city’s facilities for homeless
people. She also remembered a
16-year-old African-American
g i r l ’ s c o m m e n ta r y a b o u t
See BRANHAM, page 9

Reminder:
CAPTURE schedules
for the 1991 fall quarter
are now available at
El Corral Bookstore.
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Ag management senior Shawn Warren poses with his 1973 CMC Blazer and some of Cal Poly’s
very own cows, reflecting his Wyoming upbringing and heritage.

ASI’s new executive VP won’t
treat students like they’re cattle
By Kelli Martin
Staff Writer

Despite the fact that Shawn
Warren comes from a small
town and graduated high
school with only 25 other
seniors, he is one of the most
outgoing and motivated stu
dents at Cal Poly.
iTiose characteristics, along
with his management and ASI
experience, helped earn the
23-year-old ag management
senior the position as next
year’s ASI executive vice presi
dent.
“I come from a background
of absolute hard work,” Warren
said. “I learned from my dad
that it’s just hard work and

just want to make
sure I represent Cal
Poly to where people
will say, ‘Yeah, he’s
the vice president of
Cal Poly, and he’s
topnotch.’ »?
— Shawn Warren
nothing else will get you there
but that.”
Taking into account the
budget crisis and the tough is
sues facing Cal Poly, Warren

Friday's weather

Rrts &
Entertainment:
A puppet-play
extravaganza will
premier at Cal Poly
next year.

Page 5

has his work cut out for him.
But Warren says he is not
nervous at all about his new
position and responsibilities,
and he looks forward to fulfill
ing his obligations.
As executive vice president,
Warren will be managing a 10member executive staff, keep
ing the groups motivated and
goal-oriented and ensuring
that projects are completed on
time.
Warren says that because he
and David Kapic, next year’s
ASI president, are very close
friends, they respect each
other’s opinions and can argue
without damaging their workin g
rel ati onshi p.
See WARREN, page 10
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M ark Bastasch
ENVE
Kent W hiting
ME

Cal Poly should
focus on bikes
Cal Poly needs to en
courage people to use alterna
tive means of transportation.
Too many people who live
within a couple miles drive to
school.
Public Safety should be
come a role model by getting
rid of the Cushman and Jeep
parking patrols and replacing
them with individuals on
bicycles. A bike can easily out
maneuver a car and get to
anywhere on campus within
five minutes. This is entirely
feasible.
In
large
metropolitan areas, police of
ficers easily patrol areas
larger than our campus on in
expensive, hybrid bikes. Even
the SLO fire department uses
bicycles.
By using bicycles themsel
ves, Public Safety will be able
to see issues concerning
bicycles from a different
perspective. Bikes are an al
ternative form of transporta
tion, and accommodations
should be made for their in
creasing use.
The entrance to campus lo
cated by Food Service needs
to be redesigned so bicycle
and pedestrian traffic will
flow smoothly without a con
stant threat of collision. A
path should be made behind
building 13 so bicyclists
needn’t ride through the
landscaping. More bicycle
parking needs to be made
available near the Graphic
Arts building, the Placement
Center and Buildings 21 and
13, to name just a few areas.

M

War parades
are ridiculous
A response to the “proud
cheers of sensible.”
The assertion that our
military technology saved
lives is absurd. Saving lives is
quite different than merely
limiting the number of people
you kill.
How can we claim to have
protected civilians, when we
were the ones dropping the
bombs that they needed
protection against? It’s not as
if it was a force of nature that
made Bush do it. He made a
deliberate decision to use
weapons whose sole purpose
is to destroy. How many
citizens of Baghdad do you
hear thanking us for this
presumed benevolence you
speak of?
In any case, civilians were
harmed, not only by the cut
ting off of their water, f(X)d,
electricity and medicine sup
pliers, but by bombing. It is
ridiculous to think a nation
that accepts “friendly fire”
casualties as an unavoidable
fact of war could somehow
avoid hitting enemy civilians
while dropping bombs all
around them.
This is why m ilitary
parades are barbaric. They
are a celebration of our ability
to ignore the consequences
and avoid feeling guilty while
in flictin g destruction on
others.
Dan H ow ard
ENVE
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Leaving your stress in the dust
By Tracy Condron
Dark circles are appearing around your eyes, overbearing fear I have for finals week.
My friends and I set up camp, and having had
and you could play dot-to-dot with the stressed
out pimples you’ve acquired, and basically you’re a long day, we went to sleep.
But not for long. A camping trip isn’t a camp
suffering from the blahs.
ing trip without a visit from a wild animal.
You need to get away!
Luckily, in my case it was only a hungry rac
Oh, that’s right, you’re a college student, and
you’re counting down the days until textbook coon.
I’ll admit I let my imagination run wild, and
buy-back so that you can payoff all of your debts,
although
there are no bears in Big Sur, I was
let alone pay for a trip.
The trip I have in mind doesn’t cost much. sure one had found its way from Yosemite Na
You could probably take all of those beer cans tional Park to my campsite.
I didn’t get much sleep that night as I foolish
sitting in your backyard to EcoSLO and get
ly feared for my life and heard my backpack
enough money to fund the entire weekend.
being dragged around my tent.
I’m talking about camping.
When I awoke the next morning, I forgot to be
Wait! Before you give up on this advice and
grateful I was still alive as I yelled about the
flip to the next pmge, just hear me out.
I’m speaking from experience. Just this past dehydrated blueberry cobbler which the raccoon
weekend I went backpacking in Big Sur, and I’m had feasted on.
The weekend went on without any more
going to share it with you. It might just be in
spiring enough to get you through the next two problems.
We spent two days enjoying the little piece of
weeks.
The key to taking a trip is getting away from paradise we had found. V/e basked in its sun, we
bathed in its stream and we talked late into the
civilization.
My parents just took a cruise, and my mom night by campfire with its firewood.
came back sick, and my dad, who jogs five miles
We didn’t talk about past failures or o f the ap
a day, was in despair when he found out to jog prehension of our futures. We talked about
one mile he had to circle the ship 13 times.
funny memories o f our childhood and our
A cruise is not the type of vacation I’m talk dreams for the future.
ing about. You need to get away. You need to
We left the world behind us. It was five
leave reality behind.
friends, a Black Lab and our hideaway.
Go to the wilderness!
We knew we had left the rest o f the world be
Take, for example, my weekend in Big Sur. hind when we commended ourselves on our best
First of all, unless you need to do some intense dinner by far, which was Velveeta Shells and
soul-searching, bring s«me friends. I went with Cheese.
four friends and a Black Labrador, who is the
Being happy for the little things is truly a
true meaning o f a man’s best friend, named breath o f fresh air.
Payton.
When Monday rolled around, we regretfully
We backpacked about four miles into Ventana put our packs back on and journeyed back to
Camp. The trail wasn’t easy. It had its ups and reality.
downs, and a couple of times we faced obstacles
On our last mile back, we could see cars on
such as fallen trees.
Highway 1, and we heard ZZ Tbp blaring from a
As we all know, lots of times in life we are stereo.
faced with ups and downs and, unfortunately,
We were descending upon civilization.
obstacles as well. Whether it be a 10-page paper,
This time, however, with a new sense of
a final or a break up with a boyfriend or strength. We had our “time out” from troubled
girlfriend, there will always be a hand (or a paw) lives. My four friends, who are all graduating,
to catch you. If there isn’t, to keep consistent have lives ahead o f them to figure out as many
with my camping advice, pick yourself up, dust seniors do right now, and I can only hope the
yourself off and start all over agjain.
best for them. As for me, with one year left, I
One more piece of advice before embarking on just want to see the light at the end of my
your trail to a newly-enriched life is NO “SHOP academic tunnel.
TALK.” (This is what my brother tells my
My advice to you is to take the time to get
parents when we’re on vacation.) This means no away and find a renewed sense o f understanding
talk of school, job or anything which will snap for what’s really important to you.
you back into reality.
A failed test will be forgotten in time. A trip
'ITiis is your quality time.
like mine captures a special time period of your
It takes a while for you to leave stress behind, life and puts things into perspective for you.
so the trail gives you time to concentrate on your
Heck, if the worst thing that can happen is a
footing and surrounding scenery, and with every raccoon eating your dehydrated blueberry cob
step you can rid yourself of that stress in the bler, I’d opt for the wilderness any day.
dust you leave behind.
Upon arriving at our campsite, I had forgot
Tracy Condron is a journalism Junior. This is
ten the tests I had bombed this quarter and the her first quarter reporting for Mustang Daily.
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All bodies recovered
In Austrian jet crash
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — Rescue
workers recovered the bodies of all 223
people aboard an Austrian jetliner that blew
up over Thailand, but concern spread Wed
nesday that unbridled looting of the crash
site would thwart investigations into the
cause of the disaster.
International aviation experts say a bomb
on board the plane appeared to be the most
likely cause of the crash, although other
theories are being offered.
Every piece o f the puzzle is needed to
determine why the Lauda Air Boeing 767
went down, they say, and many of the pieces
have already been removed by swarms of
local villagers looking for booty.

Man dies after driving Doctor: Bush’s illness
pickup onto speedway affected by war stress
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A pickup truck
driver snuck into the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway on Wednesday for several fast
laps, then was killed when he crashed into a
vehicle parked on the track to stop him.
The man apparently got in through a gate
left open during cleanup from Sunday’s race,
police said.
The truck went around the track three or
four times at a high speed before crashing
near the start-finish line about 7:30 a.m.,
said Jeffrey L. Dine, police chief in the com
munity of Speedway inside Indianapolis.
“Witnesses said he appeared to be having
a very good time. They saw him laughing
and waving his arms,” Dine said.

U.S. soldiers will join
Experts find gene for
NATO forces in Europe inherited retardation
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney said Wednesday that
thousands of American soldiers will remain
in Europe and become part of NATO’s new
multinational units designed for the postCold War era.
“We intend to maintain a significant force
presence in Europe as well as substantial
capability to reinforce Europe,” Cheney said
at the end of a two-day meeting of NATO.
Cheney joined his colleagues in formally
unveiling plans for slimmer and more mobile
units under a new military strategy being
drawn up to reflect reduced East-West ten
sions.
“This has been an important milestone in
the transformation of the alliance,” Cheney
said.
See W O R L D , page 12

BOSTON (AP) — Scientists said Wednes
day they have discovered the gene that
causes fragile X syndrome, the most common
inherited form of mental retardation.
The discovery should help doctors diag
nose the disorder more easily. It also will
allow researchers to delve into the basic
defect that underlies it and perhaps even
tually design a treatment for some forms of
the illness.
“Understanding the disease is now pos
sible,” said Dr. Stephen Warren o f Emory
University. “Prior to having the gene, it was
still a black box.”
Warren coordinated an international team
of researchers that tracked down the errant
gene, pinpointing its exact location on the X
chromosome in the genetic library of every
cell.

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — There is
a remote possibility that stress from the Per
sian Gulf War helped trigger President
Bush’s thyroid disorder, experts said Wed
nesday.
“It’s conceivable that stress in some way
may have been a factor. We’re not saying it
caused it,” said Dr. Leonard Wartofsky, chief
of endocrinology at Walter Reed Army Medi
cal Center.
Bush was diagnosed with Graves’ disease,
an overactive thyroid gland, after he
developed a rapid, irregular heartbeat in
early May.
“Whether the stress of the Persian Gulf
crisis preceded the onset o f his hyper
thyroidism or he already had the hyper
thyroidism and the stress may have ag
gravated i t ... is not known,” he added.

California plans new
auto lottery machines
SACRAMENTO, Calif (AP) — Playing
the California lottery would be as easy as
running a bank card through a teller
machine under a plan to put small automatic
lotto machines in supermarkets, bars, coffee
shops and at the gym.
“We want to put these machines
everywhere to make it as easy as possible for
people to spend a dollar or two on the lot
tery,” Chris Wildermuth, a spokesman for
the lottery, said Wednesday.
The lottery’s proposed Future On-Line
Distribution System (FOLDS) — now being
tested at one Northern California location —
will accept plastic, credit card-sized “Lottery
Express” cards with a magnetic strip.
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By Bill Moughan
Special to the Daily

I left the Santa Maria
fairgrounds feeling good. The
horses had been kind to me,
and I was $40 up. But all the
handicapping didn’t leave
time to eat, and I was hungry.
I drove down Broadway,
the main street in Santa
Maria. It’s lined with res
taurants and stores. I feel
good when I’m on the main
drag. I’m not missing any
thing. The stores display all
the accessories of life — baby
clothes, cars, supermarkets,
bridal shops, mortuaries, the
whole panorama.
I was really enjoying my
drive through Santa Maria.
On the north end of town, just
before Broadway drifts into
vacant lots, I found “King’s
Falafel,” a Fotomat stand
that’s been converted into a
restaurant.
W o rk in g b e h in d the
counter are two postmodern
k id s . T h e y ’ re d e b a tin g
See FOOD, page 4
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Auto Finance Plans
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• LOW PRICING
• LOW FINANCE RATES
• NO CREDIT HISTORY NEEDED
• DELAYED & FLEXIBLE
PAYMENT SCHEDULES
• NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED
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Kimball Volkswagen
1144 Monterey Street, SLO
(805) 543-7772
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Food fans can’t
find fault with
flavorful falafels
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Unbelievable low prices on selected Cal Poly clothing,
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Save up to 75%l Shop early for the best selection
- while supplies lasti
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FOOD
From page 3

whether to leave for San PVancisco or L.A. The girl wants to go to
L.A. The guy favors S.F. I vote
for San Francisco and order a
falafel.
T hey m ake me a fine
sandwich and continue their
debate. It’s agreed that they’ll
leave this summer and take his
car. I’m still pushing for San
Francisco. “It’s a pretty city, and
it’s got fog.” The girl has never
been to either city, but she
believes that L.A. is more cur
rent. She said she has seen “The
Streets of San Francisco” and
that’s all she knows about the
north. I told her that San Fran
cisco is a very cool city and that
nobody wears those big ties
anymore.
This is something that they
have to decide, I retreat to a
small table, watch the sun go
down and finish my falafel. It’s
getting cold so I wish the young

folks luck and drive home.
You can have a falafel ex
perience in your own home.
There are two brands of falafel
mixes for sale. William Bros,
sells “Casbah” brand, and it’s the
better of the two. The box has
the directions for making the
falafel, it’s simple.
You serve it in pita bread with
lettuce, tomatoes and sliced dill
pickles if you like them. It’s good
to put some mint yogurt on the
falafel. Tne yogurt softens the
strong spices in the mix, and the
combination of hot falafel and
c(X)l mint yogurt is pleasing.
To make mint yogurt, buy
plain yogurt, not vanilla, and
mix with diced mint leaves.
Ti'aditionally, you would like to
let your mint and yogurt sit for a
few hours so that the flavor of
the mint can leech out, but it’s
not terribly important. Use about
one heaping tablesjx>on of diced
mint to one cup of yogurt.
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Poly track finishes 4th at
national championships
■ Tony Castiglioni pole-vaulted 17’9“ and Jim Sorensen dominated the
1500 meters to become Division il champions.
By Jeff Krump
Staff Writer

The launch was a success,
despite the humidity and 95-degree weather, and upon re-entry
it looked as though the flight
might be a best.
Not only was the effort a per
sonal best, it was the second-best
mark in the history o f Cal Poly
and a provisional qualifying
mark for the Olympics.
W hen T ony C a s tig lio n i
landed, he was the Division II
national champion in the pole
vault with a mark of 17’9”.
While Castiglioni was ex
perimenting with low-altitude
orbit at the track site in Angelo
State University in Texas, Jim
Sorensen was running faster
than any other competitor in the

IMPRESSIONS

i

\

1500 meters to become Cal Poly’s
second national champion this
year.
Head Coach Tom Henderson
said he was concerned only about
one Sonoma State runner possib
ly beating Sorensen,
“Sorensen just destroyed this
guy over the last 300 meters,”
said Henderson.
Cal Poly’s Scott Hempel took
seventh in the 1500 meters to
earn All-American status.
The Cal Poly men’s track
team scored 45.5 points during
the weekend to place fourth in
the nation. They finished behind
first place St. Augustine’s Col
lege in North Carolina (120
points), second place and host
school Angelo State University
(63.5 points) and Hampton
U niversity o f Virginia (52
points).
The Cal Poly pole-vault squad
amassed 22.5 points and could
have finished 11th out of 51
places in the meet if they had
entered as a separate team.
Castiglioni won the vault with
a mark of 16’8“ but continued
vaulting. After clearing 17’9”,
Castiglioni had the bar raised to
18’! “. With the crowd cheering
him, Castiglioni nearly cleared
18’1” on his third attempt.
Steve Toney took second in
the pole vault with a mark of
16’4“. Despite spraining his
ankle during warmups on Wed
nesday, freshman Ed Lasquete

cleared 16’ and placed sixth.
Kevin Rankin vaulted 15’6” to
place seventh. Every Cal Poly
p ole-va u lter who com peted
received All-American honors.
Two Cal Poly runners earned
All-American status in the 10k
run. Scott Peterson lost his shoe
at the start of the race, but a
race official noticed and called
false start. Peterson said he
probably would have burnt him
self out if the race hadn’t been
restarted.
“I could have lifted a car off a
child with all that adrenaline,”
said Peterson. Peterson took
sixth in the race.
Matt Hempel took eighth in
the lOK to win an All-American
spot after battling a UC Davis
runner for three miles. Only the
top eight places win AllAmerican status. Henderson said
Hempel was so exhausted after
the race that he couldn’t move
under liis own power and didn’t
know what day it was.
B rian S t r ie ff won A llAmerican status by placing
fourth in the 800 meters.
Tbm McGuirk ran a 52.95 in
the 400-meter hurdles to take
seventh and become an AllAmerican.
Last weekend Tom Henderson
and the coaching staff of the Cal
Poly men’s track team were be
stowed the honor o f being the
West Region NCAA 1991 Coach
and Staff o f the Year.
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A s a graduating senior you kn ow the im portance o f first
impressions. W e at Patrick James take great pride in helping you
establish your professional wardrobe. In addition to personal service
and know ledgeable sales people, w e offer y ou a $40 gift certificate
towards your purchase o f a suit. You will find a com plete selection o f
traditional clothing and accessories. Take advantage o f this excellent
opportunity in quality traditional clothing at a substantial savings.

*40 Gift Certificate
Entitles bearer forty dollars towards
the purchase of any suit at Patrick James.
This offer expires June 10, 1991. Gift certificate to be used at retail only.

at
Woodstock’s!

•GREAT PIZZA
•GREAT DEALS
Ne w L o c a t i o n !

_1000

H igu era

St.

C a ii 5 4 1 - 4 4 2 0
puruepor to G entlem en
641 Higuera Street • San Luis Obispo • v549-9593
lO.AM - 6PM Daily • VVAdnesday& Thursday Until 8PM • Sunday 11AM - 4PM

TWO 12" CHEESE PIZZAS

¡$ 9 : 9 9
Expires 6 /5 /9 1

Additional toppings extra each ptoa
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AI Schnupp poses with puppets that are being created for “The Stone Circle,” a puppet play premiering next spring at Cai Poiy.

By Peter Hartlaub
Staff Writer

It looks like the cast of “The Muppet
Show" has spent a few months at the
California Men’s Colony and come out with
a bad attitude.
That’s the scene in the costume room of
the Cal Poly Theatre and Dance Depart
ment as the very stiff actors of Cal Poly’s
“The Stone Circle” are being created A>r
next year’s show.
While “The Stone Circle,” a puppet-play
extravaganza, is set for release next

theater agreed to coproduce the show after
reading the completed script.
The adult-oriented show will carry a
full musical score with no dialogue, much
like Walt Disney’s classic “Fantasia.” The
musical score is being created for the play
by Brad Carroll of Pacific Coast Perform
ing Arts in Santa Maria.
While production has already begun
and will continue throughout most of the
next school year, Cal Poly students will
have an opportunity to participate in most
of the production which will occur this
summer. Schnupp will offer a Stagecraft

t/////

By Amy

Reardon

Staff Writer
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class (TH 330-01 in the CAPTURE
schedule) instructing students on the con
struction and implementation o f a puppet
production.
Schnupp is excited about both the
production itself and the corresponding
class. “The Stagecraft class is going to be
good for engineers or art students or
anyone who wants to get involved with the
production,” he said. “It’s an adult piece for
all ages that should be a lot of fun for
everyone involved.”
For more info call the theater and dance
department at 756-1465.

Student CD mixes classics with chaos

J .!/////■>
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spring, those involved are already deep in
preparation. Stony-faced puppets and
mythical beasts are being created for the
fantasy piece that takes a series of mythi
cal creatures through a mock history of
mankind.
The play will premiere at Cal Poly and
already has been invited to play at the
Center for Puppetry Arts in Atlanta, Ga.
The site is the largest and most prestigious
puppetry center in the nation.
liie play was cowritten by Al Schnupp
and Michael Malkin of the Cal Poly theater
and dance department. The Atlanta

A purely student-produced compact
disc is circulating through the campus.
The main emphasis o f the music, said
c o m p u te r s c ie n c e s e n io r M ark
Robertshaw, “is to deviate from any sort
of norm.”
Students in a Cal Poly music course.
Music Recording Techniques II, have
produced a CD filled with electronic
music pieces whose composers have
“gone beyond the traditional approach to
mus^c writing,” said Robertshaw, one of
the 13 artists who contributed to the
project.

The CD, called “Harpsichords and
Ilandgrenades,” contains 12 separate
pieces composed and performed by the
students. “'The students created it from
beginning to end,” said Robertshaw.
Art and design senior Matthew Faye
created the CD’s cover design for his
senior project. Faye also titled the CD,
Robertshaw said.
“He (Faye) called it ‘Harpsichords and
Handgrenades’ because we are using
traditional instruments to create ex
plosive sounds. We all loved the title. It’s
like we’re mixing the traditional ele
ments of music with chaos,” Robertshaw
said.
Robertshaw said the experimental col-

lection of electronic music ranges from a
choir piece that experiments with har
monies, to a piece that sounds like a con
struction yard. Robertshaw’s own com
position is called “Balance in Structure.”
“The basic thrust of the piece,” he
said, “is to try to find a comfortable mesh
between a very structured and chaotic
theme.”
“All of the songs are people venturing
out into nowhere-land. One of the pieces
is even generated from a mathematical
function,” Robertshaw said.
Computer science senior and com
poser Steven Seidman said his piece is
“my idea of man’s first landing on a
See CD , page 8
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Choirs take audience on a trip!
Hy Amy Reardon
Staff Writer

You know how an audience leaves the theater
after a really great movie just buzzing with excite
ment, repeating “that was s(xxk) good,” over and
over again?
That’s exactly what happened Friday at opening
night of “The Great American Journey,” the Cal Poly
music department’s Spring Spectacular.
Except the buzzing and excitement coming from
the crowd were tenfold.
The show was amazing. The 100 performers from
Cal Poly’s University Singers, the Men’s Chorus and
the Women’s Chorus had the audience smiling and
laughing from the energetic opening act until the
grand finale performed by the entire cast and crew,
complete with firework effects, flashing lights,
waving flags and ribbons and patriotic singing and
V-
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Bob Bisson tries his luck with the audience as he sings “Luck Be a
Lady,” a song from the musical “Guys and Dolls.”

dancing up and down the
aisles.
Of course the music
selections and performan
ces were excellent; the
show was put on by the
music department. But
what was so incredible
was the visual show,
w h ich w as w r itte n ,
d e s i g n e d
and
choreographed by Robert
Coltrin Jr., a 1986 Cal
Poly graduate. Coltrin
currently works for Walt
D isney Im agineerin g,
designing new park at
tractions for Disney. His
exp>ertise and professionalism came through to
make “The Great American Journey” truly spectacular.
There were eight American Journey Dancers —
four couples — who acted as tourists traveling
across the United States, ’fhese were the only
characters, other than the train conductor/narrator,
who remained constant throughout the show. They
would get off the train at different cities and dance
with the rest of the performers (each of whom
played multiple roles). After the act was over, they
would load up into the train again with their singing conductor/narrator, Paul Hondorp, and take off.
But what actually took off was the entire stage,
scenery and props; and the train remained stationary. The cast, which also served as the backstage
crew, must have created miles of backdrop scenery,
New York City skyscrapers, Kansas prairies, purple
Southwestern sunsets, New Orleans Mardi Gras
scenes, California beaches and oceans and countless

other colorful scenes rolled by during the show. And
in front of the train, occasionally the Statue of
Liberty or a few cacti cruised by.
Along the tour, the American Journey Dancers
met up with famous shows and songs that
originated in each part of the country. In New York,
tlie cast sang and danced through 15 historical
Broadway hits,
And each performer perfectly personified his or
her role, quite an accomplishment considering each
of the 100 performers probably made at least eight
character and costume changes.
A red-haired Annie, Patty Northrop, sang
“Tbmorrow.” A construction worker from “Working,”
Dann Dupont, was a tough guy who strutted across
the stage flexing huge muscles from under his yellow hard hat. The hippie who sang Day by Day,”
Tbdd Straka, had long unruly sun-bleached hair,
The Southwest Singers on the range slumped into
their Wranglers and sang
w ith la z y S ou th ern
d r a w ls . T h e s u ltr y
“dreamgirl,” Liz Lucas,
slinked across the stage
in her feather stole. And
the “Phantom o f the
Opera,” Marco Huerta,
stood motionless, center
stage and performed an
in cr e d ib le so lo that
earned one o f the biggest
bursts o f applause of the
evening.
The best part of the
show was the “Hollywood
Medly.” This was a series
o f clips from box office hit
movies that the cast re-created, doing all the performing behind a huge, square box made to look like
a movie screen. Here was where Coltrin’s clever
writing became hilarious,
It is impossible to do justice to this scene by
describing it with words. You simply had to be there,
The audience was awestruck for the entire hour and
a half. There were people on stage dancing and flipping each other around, while in the background
everyone else was doing neat stuff with props,
scenery and extravagant costumes,
But behind all that professionalism, there was a
human aspect to the performance, too. In the midst
of a rushed costume change, a few times someone
would come tearing onto the stage with his shirt
half-buttoned, but nobody cared. By then the cast
had the audience on its side.
When the performance and the standing ovation
^/ere over and the crowd filed out the doors, these
See CHOIRS, page K
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Poly actors pull off
top performances

CALENDAR'
thursday, m ay 30

'

It The motion picture “The K ill
in g F ield s” will show at 7:30
p.m. in Chumash Auditorium at
Cal Poly. A chilling and precise
account of Cambodia’s agony at
the hands of Khmer Rouge. The
story is recounted through the
stirring story of friendship be
tween the abrasive and dedi
cated New York T'imea correspon
dent, Sydney Shanberg and his
loyal and resourceful Cambodian
colleague, Dith Pran. Ageunst the
backdrop o f the fall o f Cambodia,
this powerful and intense drama
unfolds. Tickets are $4 general
admission and $3 for students
and senior citizens. They are
available at the door.

O In n er F aces will play original
jazz at the Earthling Bookshop
from 8 to 10 p.m.
O The local band Side E ffects
will play modern rock at Crest
Pizza at 9:30 p.m.
O T he Spins will play rock at
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m.

friday, m ay 31
4 T he P resto L ogs will play
music at the Earthling Bookshop
that cannot be deduced by their
name. TheyHl play from 8 to 10
p.m.

Saturday, june 1
O One of the Civic Ballet of San
Luis Obispo’s most popular
productions from the past,
“ A lic e
in W o n d e r l a n d ,”
returns as a fundraising event
for the new San Luis Obispo Per
forming Arts Center. Performan
ces are scheduled for 2 and 8
p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre.
After both matinee performan
ces, a “Mad Hatter’s Tea Party”
will be held for the entire
audience on the theater patio in
front of the box office. For tickets
call 756-1421.

By Matthew Calegari
Special to the Daily

T h e 90 p e o p le th a t
squeezed in to see either per
formance of “The Typists” last
week were treated to an hour
o f p e n s iv e a c t in g and
thoroughly effective technical
mood shifts.
The show tells the story of a
young man and a young
woman who work in a oneroom office where they spend
their lives hunting and peck
ing away their true dreams
and desires.
Lora Deily and Jay Deiters
took to the stage in the Mur
ray Schisgal play. Both Cal
Poly students should be con
gratulated.
Deily had the audience in
the palm of her hand from the
moment she be-bopped her
way into the New York City of
fice to the tune of the Beatles.
Her remarkable energy andfocus added humor and vented
up passion to the show. Deily
was especially good when she
showed the office ’ s new

tt The BBC film version of
Shakespeare’s “J u liu s C aesar”
will be shown at the SLO
City/County Library at 6 p.m.
Admission is free and everyone is
welcome.

It B lue B u d dh a and Sm okin’
R hythm P raw ns, a band from
San Francisco, is starting their
West Coast Tour! They will play
at Backstage Pizza at 8 p.m.
It D oc S toltey will play contem
porary country at 8 p.m. at Linnaea’ Cafe. Pass the hat.

monday, june 3

“The Killing Fields” will screen
Monday In Chumash Auditorium.
It C u esta C o lle g e M aster
C horale will perform their an
nual spring concert at 8 p.m. at
the SLO Methodist Church on
Fredericks Street. The 60-mem
ber choir is conducted by Cal
Poly associate professor Thomas
Davies. For tickets ($5 and $8)
call 546-3131.
tt B u ck w ild will perform for the
last time at SLO Brewing Co.! Be
there.
It J o ra and the M arm aloots
will perform at the Earthling
Bookshop from 8 to 10 p.m.

Wednesday, june 5
ft Cal Poly writers May Kay
H arrin gton and K evin Clark
will read their works at Poly
Voices in the Sandwich Plant at
7 p.m.

The show of 50 acrylic on canvas
paintings is called “ G reeks.”
Crawford used selected Cal Poly
students from various sororities
and fraternities as her models.
For the Galerie’s hours call
756-1182.

O Theresa Turner will once
again host A du lt S toryh ou r
around the fireplace at the Eart
hling Bookshop at 8 p.m.

ongoipig
ft T h e G r e a t A m e r ic a n
M elodram a and Vaudeville is
now presenting “The Adventures
of Sawmill Sal” and “The Three

ft Paintings by Josephine Craw
ford are on exhibit until June 8
in the University Union Galerie.

employee (Deiters) to his desk,
where she attempted to in
nocently seduce her way into
his heart.
Deiters played the part of a
married man who’d rather es
cape to the mountains with
composure and refinement. He
shined brightest in the scenes
where he appeared alone on
stage in phone conversations.
He was believable and added a
paternal conservatism to
Daily’s feisty schoolgirl per
sona.
When I first saw a rehears
al o f the show, I was skeptical.
Lines were rusty and technical
adaptations were nil. But
thanks to the direction of
Michele Livesey and the tech
nical skill o f Marcie MacDonough, the humble project
turned into an honest-to-goodness night of theater that left
the audience with food for
thought for days to come.
If “The TVpists” is any in
dication o f the future, students
and teachers are in for healthy
alternative forms of entertain
ment in years to come.
Little Pigs.” Double the laughs
and double your fun with these
two one-act comedies. In the first
show, the beautiful Sally Sun
shine and her handsome beau
b a t t le th e e v il S n a k e ly
Ropeburn. In the second show,
the three little pigs come to life
in a comic operetta. Both shows
are followed by a Vaudeville
Revue. For tickets and informa
tion, call 489-2499.
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Two new albums share
insightful thought, soul
By Neal Sporin
Special to the Daily

D ream
W a r r i o r s : ...a n d
n ow the lega cy begin s

Laguna Village Shopping Center
Los Osos Valley Rd. at Madonna Rd.

543-6491

A S I Speakers Forum Presents:

EX-DEAD KENNEDY

JELLO BIAFRA
Regarding

CENSORSHIP
On April 15, 1986, combined forces of the Los Angeles and
San Francisco Police Departments raided the headquarters o f
Alternative Tentacles, the offices o f Mordam Records, and
Jello Biafra's rented flat. Their purpose was to seize copies of
_Dead Kennedys* ” Frankenchrist**, LP. ct^ies of H .R . Giger's
Landscape N o. X X "Where are we coming from?” postef on •^
the grounds diat it and the Frankenchrist album, were obscene.
Out o f this came one o f the most controversial censorship trials
in American history. Although it eventually ended in a hung '
jiiry and was dismissed, thè case brought the end o f the Dead
Kennedys, and the beginning o f the battle against censorship.

CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
M A Y 30 th

7 :3 0 pm * Students $2 - Public $3»
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The first thing people seem to
want to do with this record is go
out and compare it to De La
Soul.
The first thing I want to
tell you is that it deserves more
credit than that. No disrespect is
meant to De La by that com
ment, but I feel this record
should be considered for its own
merits, “ ...and now the legacy
begins” has a happy feel to it at a
first listen because o f the
samples o f cartexm and gameshow themes and a certain sort
of loopy, rapping style in which
the MCs finish phrases too early
or make up nonsense words to
finish the rhyme.
The more you listen, however,
the more things crop up that
show the trippy, weird side of
this album. Underneath some
strong beats and music lines
made up from jazz and ’50s
songs, there are disembodied
hums, beeps, buzzes and atonal
nuiises. This thing is amazing
through headphones!
There are a couple of cuts I
don’t think everyone will like be
cause they are straight out of the
Twilight Zone (especially on side
two), but the album is definitely
worth a few listens. It is musical
ly strong and lyrically puzzling
(in a good way), and if you like to
play “Guess The Sample” this is
a perfect album because not
every answer will be P-Funk and
James Brown.

K ing M issile: The Way To
Salvation
You know. I’d like to think
everyone in the world would
want to have a King Missile
record in their home. In the old
days I’d recommend that you had
one just for those occasions when
you needed a good hoot. With
songs like “Jesus is Way Cool”
and “ Sensitive A rtist” you
couldn’t help but chuckle. This
new album, “The Way 'ib Salva
tion,” has those same type of
clever, ofT-the-wall observation
type of songs and also one of the
most guitar-rific albums they’ve
ever done. It’s full of thick, fuzzy
guitars that rock along, setting
off vocalist John S. Hall’s whiny,
spoken-word style of performing.
I won’t lie to you; if you want
singing, don’t buy this album. If
you want some of the most obser
vant, clever, funny stories and
poetry you will ever hear (in “In
dians,” Hall questions the unfair
use of the terms “Indians” and
“Native Americans”), then you
should give this album a shot.
Any song on it is likely to make
you laugh and think.
At the same time, however, it
is not a one-dimensional, com
edy-gimmick album. It is musi
cally powerful and mature with
great background harmonies and
a strong rhythm section. And I
can’t forget some o f the fine
cheesy ’60s keyboard on this
album. If one falls short lyrically,
the music is there to pick it up.
In a nutshell, this purt-near gets
my vote for album of the year (so
far). And if elected president, I
promise there will be a King Mis
sile record in every home and
two chickens in every garage.

CHOIRS
C o n g ratu latio n s
C a l Poly G rad u ates!

From page 6

were a few oL the comments
flying around: “That was so
much better than 1 thought it
would be,” and “Wow, that was
really great,” and “Oh my God,
that was hilarious!”
I tried to go see it again that
second night, but the show was

From page 5

G e t th e c r e d i t a n d v e h i c l e y o u d e s e r v e !

GMAC
C o lleg e G rad F in a n c ia l S e rv ic e s

planet outside the solar system.
It’s my idea o f what il will be
like, the mystery.”
Seidman was also involved in
a previous Advanced Synthesis
group that produced a CD in
winter quarter of 1990. The
project was partially schoolfunded, so it could not be sold, he
said.
“This year’s (project) is a lot

sold out. “The Great American
Journey” really should have
played longer than just the three
Memorial Day weekend perfor
mances so that more people
could have had the chance to see
this great performance.
I think Walt Disney would
have been proud.

more successful,” Seidman said.
“It sounds much better.”
Hobertshaw said, “W hat’s
revolutionary about this CD is
that we raised our own funds.”
All costs for the professional
ly-recorded “Harpsichords and
Handgrenades” were paid for by
the students, said Bobertshaw.
“We each paid $240. This way we
can market it and sell it.
“Each o f us gets 33 CDs to
sell. We generally considered $10

CONCERTS
Ticketron
— Bay Area, (415) 392-7469
Bass/^cketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los Angeles, (213) 480-3232
— Santa Maria, (805) 583-8700

ventura area
□ Steve M orse Band, 6/8, Ven
tura Concert Theatre
□ Em m ylou Harris, 8/16, Ven
tura Concert Theatre

bay area
□ D oobie Brothers, 5/31, Con
cord Pavilion; 6/1, Shoreline
□ Elvis C ostello, 5/31, 6/1,
Greek Theatre (UC Berkeley)
□ Chris Isaak, 5/31, 6/1, Warfield
□ Dan Fogelberg, 6/2, Concord
Pavilion
□ J im m y B u f f e t t , 6 /1 5 ,
Shoreline; 6/16, Concord Pavilion
□ Simple Minds, 6/15, Warfield
□ Lollapalooza Festival with
Jane’s Addiction, Siouxsie & The
Banshees, Living Colour, Nine
Inch Nails, Ice-T, Butthole Sur
fers and Henry Rollins Band,
6/26, Shoreline
□ Alabama, 7/13, Shoreline
□ L y n y rd S k y n y rd , 9/14,
Shoreline
□ Randy Travis, 9/21, Shoreline
□ Paul Siinufi, 9/29, Shoreline
□ Sting, 10/5, Shoreline

los angeles area
□ Dan Fogelberg, 5/31, Irvine
Meadows
□ G rateful Dead, 6/1, L.A.
Memorial Coliseum
□ Chris Isaak, 6/2, Universal
Ampitheatre
□ D oobie Brothers, 6/15,16,
Universal Ampitheatre
□ Jimmy Buffett, 6/22, Hol
lywood Bowl
□ The Judds, Garth Brooks,
6/23, Pacific Ampitheatre
□ Cheap Trick, 6/23, Universal
Ampitheatre
□ Indigo Girls, 6/29, Greek
Theatre
□ Gloria Estefan, 6/26, Great
Western Forum; 6/29, Pacific Am
pitheatre
□ Joe Jaclcson, 8/6, Lhiiversal
Ampitheatre
□ Sting, 10/2, Hollywood Bowl

a reasonable price for them.
Some people have been willing to
pay up to $28, but the price is up
to us.”
Robertshaw said the group
plans to sell “Harpsichords and
Handgrenades” at El Corral
Bookstore and possibly Boo Boo
Records.
“Tliis is really exciting for us,”
he said. “From the feedback I’ve
heard, a lot of people really like
it.”
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE

BRANHAM

TO GET A GREAT APARTMENT
FOR AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE

From page 1

a teenage friend’s pregnancy.
Branham said these types o f ar
ticles appeal more to the paper’s
readers than syndicated, nation
wide columns.
]
Branham said newspapers are
waking up to the fact that they
‘ must hire “people o f color.”
i
She said that she is trying to
I extend that ideal to her paper’s
r Op-Ed page. Branham compared
. Op-Ed pages to bakeries. “They
serve all kinds of bread but noth; ing else. We need to start serving
up more diversity.”
Branham said she considers
the New York Times to be the
barometer of the newspaper in' dustry. She said the Times has
i, been emphasizing minority is• sues for about five years and that
it has become a national trend.
But some papers, like the
; Washington Post, are resisting
i the ch a n g e, a cco rd in g to
Branham.
As a black woman, Branham

says she has encountered some
discrimination in the newspaper
industry, but it has never been
overt. She said she has ex
perienced more sexual dis
crimination than racial dis
crimination.
“It goes both ways,” Branham
said. She said she has been
passed over for assignments be
cause of her race and sex. But
she said she has benefited as

well. She said that as papers try
to achieve an ethnic mix in their
workplace, opportunities for her
advancement increase.
Branham hopes that as more
minorities are introduced in the
workplace, it will increase
minority coverage appearing in
the paper. But realistically she
knows the change will take some
time. “It trickles down slowly,”
she said.

YOUR OW N PRIVATE BEDRO O M
IN A N E W L Y R E M O D E L E D 2 -B E D R O O M A P A R T M E N T

FREE UTILITIES
FREE PARKING
AND MUCH MORE FOR ONLY $350/MO
SHARED ROOM RATES START AT ONLY $210 MO
Facilities Include
Fitness Center
Heated Swimming Pool
Basketball Court
Tennis Court
Computer / Study Room
Laundry Facilities

COMEDY
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

COME SEE
US TODAY

$ 22.00

61 N. BROAD ST.
SLO
(805) 544-7772

WITH THIS AD
in c lu d e s D M V c e r t if ic a t e

(8 0 5 ) 5 2 7 - 9 1 3 0

61

R.imonaRd a

BROAD
S T R E E T

THE ONLY
RESTAURANT
IN TOWN WITH
BALLS!
Mid-terms are over and before you know itFinals in less than a month!
This is the best time to stop by

Murray Street Station Apartments
and reserve your apartment Now! Don't procrastinate and wait till the last
minute, you'll hate yourself. Do it Now! You'll have enough things on your
mind during finals besides trying to look for a place to live. Come see why
Murray Street Station is consistently Full year after year after year.

T h e E n d le H e a d
V\ave a cold one w ith uo.
in

504: o ff
any soda with sandwich purchase

Q S O S S T K f:E T SI

[fA L A M o

BELF-SEnVICE BTORAGE
-SPACE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
-OPEN 7 D A YS, 7AM -7PM
LOCKS AND BOXES AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
-M ANAGER ON DUTY
-LIGHTED, FENCED AND PAVED

CHECK OUT OUR 3 M ONTH
S T U D E N T D IS C O U N T !
645 Tank Farm Road, San Luis Obispo, 541-1433

THE BIG MYTH
"It’s cheaper to rent a house."

THE FACTS
"It's less expensive to live at Stenner Glen."

Private room
Food
Utilities
Gym Fee
Commuting
Computer Use

Stenner Glen
$536.00
included
included
included
not needed
included

House
$300.00
$200.00
$ 60.00
$ 20.00
$ 25.00
$ 25.00
(2 hrs/week)

(unlimited use)

Tutoring

included

$ 37.00
(5 hrs/monlh)

(over 30 hrs/week)

Total

$536.00

$667.50

Not to mention all of this: Heated Pool,
Saunas, Gameroom, Basketball/volleyball Court,
Planned Activities, Fax Service, Hign Staff to
Resident Ratio. On Site Laundry Facilities.
Private Study Rooms, and Security

Check out the best in Student Living...

STENNER GLEN
1050 FOOTHILL BLVD.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA
544-4540
STOP BY TODAY!!!!!!
At Stenner Glen, you are responsible for only one lease...Yours!
In a house you can net stuck for the entire cost of the house.
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1990 Census figures indicate
steady growth in SLO County
By Jim Schmidt
Staff Writer

The United States Bureau of
Census is beginning to dis
tribute results of the 1990 Cen
sus, indicating that the popula
tion of San Luis Obispo County
is continuing to grow steadily.
Results show the population
o f San Luis Obispo County to
be 217,162, up 29 percent from
1980 and 52 percent from 1970.
The State Census Center is
predicting the county’s popula
tion to reach 287,162 by the
year 2000. “The state projec
tion is not accurate because it’s
based on information provided
in the 1970s and 1980s,” said
Norma Dengler, senior planner
at the San Luis Obispo County
Planning Department.

“The 90s is a different ball
game,” Dengler said. “Local
conditions like growth ordinan
ces and limited resources won’t
allow the number to go this
high. The state does not take
local conditions into account.”
The census also showed the
population of the city o f San
Luis Objspo to be 41,958, up
nearly 8,000 from 1980. The
total number o f housing units,
in the city, rose to 17,877 from
14,506 10 years ago.
Paso Robles was the fastest
growing city in the county with
a 103 percent growth-rate over
the past 10 years. The main
reason for the growth was an
nexation o f property, more
housing developm ents and
lower costs, Dengler said.
Morro Bay, with a growth-

WARREN
From page 1

“At the beginning of the term,
Dave and 1 decide what goals we
should reach that will enhance
and make the student body bet
ter and happier, (things) that the
student body would like to see
done,” said Warren. “And then
we direct each one (on the execu
tive staff) in their particular
position.”
One of Warren’s goals for next
year is to create a more closeknit executive staff, something
that he feels has been lacking in
the past, including his relation
ship with Kapic.
“What I want to do this year
is have- a better overall view of
what he (Kapic) does, the meet
ings he attends,’and the people
he knows so that when he has to
be gone (during his term), I will
fill his spot and there will be no
void,” Warren said.
Warren was involved in stu
dent government during high
school, attending Big Horn High
School in a small town in Wyom
ing until his senior year when
his family moved to Hollister,
Calif, and he attended San
Benito Joint Union High School.
At Poly, Warren became active
in greek affairs after joining
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity

in fall of 1987. He has held
several offices in SAE, including
vice president.
“Being involved with the
greek system gave me an
awesome foundation to get
started with learning how to
handle people and how to handle
unmotivated people,” Warren
said. “I’ve learned how to try and
motivate people, what works and
what doesn’t.”
As this year’s ASI greek rela
tions representative, Warren
feels he accomplished a lot of
what he set out to do, including
compiling a computerized data
base of all the greek alumni. He
also has been involved in reor
ganizing the Community Hous
ing Taskforce to encompass not
only greek housing issues and
the possibility of a greek row in
town but also all student housing
issues in general.
“Currently we are just work
ing on greek (issues), we’re short
of people and time,” Warren said.
“But next year I’d love to have a
group come aboard that will
represent all community rela
tions.”
Warren praises those students
involved with ASI and says he
enjoys working with them. “The
people o f ASI are really open and
friendly, and they’re hustlers —

A DIRTY CAR IS A DIRTY SHAME

I T 'S
ON THE
HO USE.
W e'll cover the cost of your basic
health care, free of charge.

FAST EDDIE'S
SELF SERVICE

CAR WASH
MARSH AT CARM EL
SLO

WE RECYCLE

M ore For Your Housing $
• Fully furnished apartments
• Weight room with free weights and universals
• Free aerobic classes 5 days a week
• Heated pool
• Computer room with IBM compatibles
• Carports available
• Competitve pricing
$325/mo. or $163/mo.-shared

NO HEALTH CARD REQUIRED!

Tot moK inlormalion, conlscl:
r * 7 StuSen!HtallhServices
Ca! Poly. San Luis Obispo
f y (805) 756•1211

rate of 7 percent, was the
slowest growing city in the
county.
The new population figure
for the state is 29,760,021.
Last year’s census marked
the bicentennial o f federal cen
sus taking in this country.
T) collect the data, the Cen
sus Bureau hired 30,000 tem
porary employees to compile
the address list o f the 106 mil
lion housing units in the
United States.
The estimated budget for
the project was $2.6 billion, a
substantial increase over the
1980 census, which cost $1.1
billion. Automation and ex
panded outreach were cited for
the increased costs, according
to the Government Executive,
See CENSUS, page 11

555 Ramona Drive SLO, CA

(805) 543-1450

on the ball and going places —
and I enjoy being with people
like that,” Warren said.
Warren said that next year he
wants students to feel they can
come meet with him any time,
but that they should come
prepared to get involved.
“Too many people think that
their representatives or people
they elect are supposed to do
everything for them,” Warren
said. “Well, part of the process is
them pitching in ... you hold up
your end o f the agreement and
I’ll hold up mine, and it will get
done that way.”
The budget situation and eth
nic relations are two of the most
important issues on campus,
Warren said. He wants to work
on informing students about the
budget situation and says he
realizes it is going to be a dif
ficult year for all who attend Cal
Poly.
“We’re going to hear more
complaints next year than we
ever h a v e ... students will be
paying more than they ever have
and will be getting less in ser
vices,” said Warren.
“Ethnic relations is another
area we’re really going to have to
work on. There is this ‘usagainst-them’ mentality that is
starting to build up, and it scares
Dave (Kapic) and I,” Warren
said. “We want to create an at
mosphere where we can work
together.”
Warren said that he is easy to
get along with and easy to talk
to. He feels these assets, along
with his trustworthiness, will
help him during his term.
“As you can see now, it’s not
like I’m at a loss for words. I can
sit and talk to a total stranger
for hours, no problem, and that is
what I think it will take when
people ... come in and need some
one to talk to them.”
Warren says that as executive
vice president, “I just want to
make sure I represent Cal Poly
to where people will say, Yeah,
he’s the vice president o f Cal
Poly, and he’s topnotch.’ ”
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CENSUS
From page 10
April 1988,
The United States was the
first country to include a require
ment for a census every 10 years
in its constitution beginning in
1790.

The main purpose o f the cen
sus is to apportion members of
the House o f Representatives. In
addition, more than $30 billion
in federal support is allocated to
states according to the data.
Due to the state population

increase, “California will be pick
ing up seven new congressman,”
said Eric Daniels, administrative
assistant to Assemblywoman
Andrea Seastrand.
State governments also use
the information to allocate funds

and redraw legislative districts.
“Nobody knows where the new
lines will be drawn yet,” Daniels
said. “All we know at this point
is how many people there are.”
The new districts must be drawn
before the 1992 election.

Governments use census in
formation to plan new roads,
schools, hospitals and housing
projects. Businesses also depend
on the census to assess locations
of labor pools and determine
where to build new malls.

Classified
Campus Clubs
***SAM***

Oraak Naws
Gamma Phi
crusheesl!

SPEAKER FROM WELLNESS THURS
11AM AG ENG 8-123. SAM GAMES SAT

can’t wait til’ Saturday!
Gamma Phi has a crush on you!!

AERO SMOKER!

ON FRI JUNE 7,TICKETS AT AIAA
MTNG MONDAY JUN 3 7:30 @ 11-104
ALPHI PHI OMEGA
National Service Fraternity
Membership open to all. Stop by
the SLAC office in the UU, or
call Mike at 544-5865

AVIATION CLUB
*** BBQ ***

Knock... Knock... Who’s there?

ORANGE!
ORANGE who? ORANGE the A<D’s
excited to RASTA with ENIII

TN...D.D.T.E,P.C,k.k,B.5.
AMB
Thanx for the great weekend in

Annoufiœments

te s t & Found
$50.00 REWARD: WHT TREK 850 MTN
BIKE STOLEN ON 5/20. 756-2281

CORRECTION

ASI Student Directory Page 38
SESLOC FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
PHONE NUMBER SHOULD READ

5 4 3 -1 8 1 6

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

Wanted

students'
GET YOUR DEPOSIT BACK. CLEAN
YOUR OWN CARPETS WITH THE RUG
DOCTOR-C7aLL 544-8795 FOR
PLACES TO RENT IN S.L.O. & OTHER
TOW NS IN THE AREA

Word Processing
PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE

Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews!
773-1615

R4R W ord Processing (Rona), 5442591, RATES REDUCED! 15 yrs.exp.
Resumes, Sr. Projects, Etc. Mac W/ Laser
Printer. Laura- 549-8966

Ëmpioÿmsnt

GIGGLES
SINGING
TELEGRAMS
MANY CHARACTERS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
-fisheries-Earn $5,000+/mo.Free
transportation !Room and Board'Over
8,000 openings.No experience neces
sary.Male/Female.For employment
program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-298-3691 ext. 80
DO YOU SPEAK JAPANESETKOREAN?
CHINESE? TAGALOG?
Earn excellent summer income
working in U.S. office while
training tor a management position
in Asia after graduation. Full or
part-time. Underclassmen, grads,
foreign students, and all majors
are OK. U.S. Corp. expanding into
Asia/Padfic markets. FAX resume
with phone number to:
(213) 383-5527

CLOWNS

FOR KIDS PARTIES
BALLOON BOUQUETS

549-8528

CENTURION LE MANS RACING BIKE
4 SALE. MANY X-TRAS-XLNT COND
$350 OBO X3292

^DRAFTING
TABLE

For Sale:
Benotto 12 speed touring Bike
excellent condition
$200 OBO
Call Simon 542-9617

SUMMER
LONDON STUDY

Congratulations

For Sale

TRAILER FOR APPROX. 6 WEEKS.
ASK FOR STAN 544-9168

Services

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$59,230/YR.
Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext.R-10081
for current federal list

ARE A FIERCE AND
BAND OF
cuTTWRcykT pirates '

%JlRVy

FOR SALE
1969 VW KARMANN GHIA $2200
Rebuilt motor AM/FM cassette.
Great for easy restoration or
modification 756-1143(work).
544-2498(home) Ask for Lee.

Rental Housing
CEDAR CREEK CONDO MOST DESIR
ABLE UNIT IN COMPLEX. 1 BLCCK
TO POLY. POOL, LAUNDRY.$695/MO
FORSUM M ER,$1150/M O FALL-SPRING
CALL JEFF 541-3681 EVENINGS.
CONDO-SUMMER RENTAL, 2BR.2BATH,
FURNISHED (NO PETS) CALL 545-0707

iiiiiiiili
2 Rmmts needed to share room
Furn.Condo $275 avail 7/1
IncI w/d,util Steph 543-8876
2 ROOMS IN LAGUNA LAKE HOUSE
$250-1-1/4 U’S AVAIL.6/1 545-8492.

BUY NOW! SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED.
$50 CALL JON R. AT 541-9492
EVES BTWN 7 AND 9:30

“ s e n i o r P O R IR A IT PHOTOGRAPHY
CALL GREG for a Quote 541-0135

TO: Bob BiSson,Mark Robertshaw,
Dann DuPont,Paul Hondoip,Liz
Lucas,Jen Norman,Cyndi Babb,
EM Stock,Amy Magarian
and the rest of the cast of
THE GREAT AMERICAN JOURNEY.
The show was FANTASTIC!!!
Cathy and Susie

Summer Job

Extensive travel earning and
learning at fairs. One bright,
dependable, gregarious person
for family business. Call
Mr. Green, 544-6457.

WANTED:
SPACE TO STORE A THIRTY FOOT

SCHOLARSHIPS up to $20,000/yr.
No GPA/income restrictions.
213 964-4166 Ext 45. Rec’d msg.

Orientation Meeting,JUNE 6
COLLEGE HOUR I l f U.U. 220
ENROLLMENT IS STILL OPEN
FOR INFORMATION PHONE
756-2960 TTH 930-1100, OR
756-6161 W ED 10-12
LONDON PAMPHLET AVAILABLE AT
U.U. INFORMATION DESK

HELP WANTED
2 Positions Open
1 Sales 1 Delivery
Full Or Part Time
Apply In Person
HILLS OFFICE PRODUCTS
1127 Chorro St SLO

’’ARIZONA’’l!l Love, the A«I> gals

All you can eat for $3.50
MONDAY JUNE 3 6:00 POLY GROVE

Autojnobilé!^

impioyment

FOR SALE: 1988 RED YAMAHA RIVA
125 $700 OBO CALL DEBEY 545-8962
IBM AT Clones,printers,power
supply,Oscilloscopes 542-0947
Macintosh Apple computer with
many programs and dot matrix
printer. $800 OBO 528-2142

Stereo Equipment
BIG BARGAIN!
Fisher Bookshelf Stereo System
with CD Player, Dual Deck C as
sette w/ Dubbing, AM^FM Tuner,
Turntable, Equalizer. Great
for Dorm or Apartment. $150
orig. $425 Mike 546-0236

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
AVAILABLE SUMMER & NEXT YEAR.
GREAT HOUSE WITH FUN ROOMMATES
CALL DEBRA 545-0745
OWN ROOM,4BD HOUSE.LAGUNA AREA
M-clean.respons. w/dig kitch.
$200/mo avail 6/16 545-8607
RANCH HOUSE FOR SUMMER SUBLET“
OWN ROOM HORSES, DOGS, OK H20 PD
$325 PLUS LAST CALL 543-5876
ROOM $240 DOWNTOWN,POOL.LAUNDRY.QUIET/MATURE PER. 541-2415
ROOM FOR RENT $245, $305
CLOSE TO POLY -3 BDRM HOUSE
W/D, TRASH & H 2 0 PD 549-8419

Roommates
Needed
2 FEMALES NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM IN A VERY NICE HOUSE WITH
GREAT ROOMMATES! ONLY $215
A MONTH. STARTING JUNE 15.
HOUSE IS LOCATED
OFF JOHNSON. PLEASE CALL
545-8092 FOR MORE INFO.
SUB-Laasa 4 Sum mer
M F Own Rm,Lrg House Rent-$225nag.
Call Greg 545-9494.
SUBLET FOR SUMME R OWN ROOM
FURNISHED OR NOT. NO PETS. MORE
$250 CALL BRENT 543 5876
Summer Sublet own up str. Rm.
M/F Fully Furn,Wash,dry,nice!
lOmin-Pofy $265 S teva543-5114

SUMMER SUBLET

1990 Yamaha Scooter
only 400 miles! Must seel
$625/OBO Call Rich 541-8686

NEED 2 ML RMMTES,FRNSHD APT.
CLOSE TO POLY, TONS OF EXTRAS
OWN RM $250 SHARE $175 543-8405.

Rental Housing

Black 89 Honda50 $400/OBO LOW
miles runs great Luis 546-8089

***** Christian Science *****
**** Students ******
AsherHouse has rooms available
for summer and fall quarters.
Very competitive rates.
Please call 544-1309 ASAP

HONDA ELITE 80 2700MI 900 OBO
GREAT COND. LISA 549-0820
Suzuki Katana 600
$1950-fairly firm Greg 541-0135

IÆ EP A SHARP LÛÛK.OUT,

MAIEY VIE WANT NO
BISS'! QgLSONQURSWP'

SPACIOUS 3BR-2B CONDO
in Laguna Lake
Washor/dryer.dishwasher, + morel
1200/month 1-year lease
call Kathy at 549-9870

SPRING ’92

GRADS OR COOP.WE HAVE TWO
OPENINGS FOR WOMEN WHO NEED
HOUSING THRU MARCH ’92.PRIVATE
BR IN 3BR APT. S375/MO INCLUDES
GAS & WATER. WOODSIDE APTS
200 N SANTA ROSA 544-7007
SUMMER RENTAL AVL JULY 1-AUG.30
CEDAR CREEK FURNISHED CONDO
2BD 2BA POOL 965-1775 $250

Summer Sublet
Near Downtown New Complex
Share or own Room Must See
call 541-9538

SUMMER SUBLET

2BD/1XBA CONDO FOR 4 STUDENTS
FURNISHED WSH/DRY & MORE! 12MO.
LEASE AVAIL. 6/15 $870 543-6340

SUMME R SUBLET,3BDRM,2BATH,ON
LAGUNA LAKE $1000/MONTH,NICE!
CHRIS-756 3285, BRANDON 756-3288

61 BROAD APARTMENTS
2 bedroom apartments near Cal
Poly .Tennis court,heated pool,
weight room .laundry facilities
and study room.Ail utilities
paid.Free parking. Fall leases
starting at 5700/mo. 544-7772.

70V W B U G .E xcellent condìtion.
Brand new tires.Rebuilt engino
'89.$1500.595-7318,595-7"l 36

$4000 OBO 481-3153

Own room for summer-Only $550
tor 3 mos.-Nice house near Poly
2 rms avail. Michele 545-8529.

Master Bedroom in house
Room comes with many
extras Call 544-5865

Aulorriobllee

84 HONDA
ACCORD
htchbk.ps,pb,cruise,grt. condì

OWN MASTER BEDRM AND BATHROOM
beautiful SLO condo near Dtwn
Sum. thru '92 350/mo 772-5022

2 ROOMS FOR RENT - $265 $300
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS HOUSE
CALL BOB 541-2441

lOspdSchWinnCalienteBike 21” $60.00
Good Condition 5446867/lv. mes.

1965 Mustang 3spd V8
Partially Restored 772-8259

NEAR POLY.2BDRM CONDO+DEN 850
10MON LEASE FROM 9/1.544-5385.
ALSO LARGE 2BDRM TOWNHOUSE IN
SLO, $595 OR 10 MONTHS $695.

ATAS. NuvV CONDO 2bdrm Ibath
2car gar. 675+ sec 466 5739
CEDAR CREEK STUDENT CONDO
FURNISHED NEW CARPETING 2BD
2BA POOL WALK TO CAMPUS 1 YR
LEASE FOR 4 STUDENTS BEGINNING
SEPT 1 $255/M O P E R STUDENT 965-1775
DEP: Ist+LAST+SECURITY

OF
COORSENCSV,EONCW
C0HVI'( !OF
WERE
MADRDEROUS
PIRATES. REJAEIABER

WANTED:

HOMELESS STUDENTS NEED A PLACE
TO LIVE! LOOKING FOR NICE 3BDRM
APT OR HOUSE. STARTING 6/15 THRU
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. PLEASE
CALL BRENNAN 756-1143days
544-9242av«s.

Homes tor Sale
1 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES 8, CONDOS FOR
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.

2 Bedroom+Loft / 2 Bath $145,000
Looking for a house? Call me
for a Tree list & assistance
WARREN DOI (800) 549-1313

WE D O N ' T ^

I/iCEGIRLS’

CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
b e s t p r ic e d

■vntm

S-30

Best priced housing in town, 1
br 1 ba Townhouses 1 block
from campus. Close to stores
First times offered-stove,refer,
washer,dryer inci 5 left
$119900 Tell your parents
Farrell Smyth RE 543-2172
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CUTS
From page 1

ticulture department and the
School of Professional Studies.
But Sidney Ribeau, dean of
the School of Liberal Arts, said
after Wednesday’s meeting of the
Dean’s Council that although
those programs will receive
bu dget cu ts, no academ ic
programs will be eliminated.
“There will be cuts in all
seven schools,” Ribeau said. “But
the recommendation will not in
clude the elimination of any
department.”
Ribeau said the faculty com
mittee and the deans decided
where to make cuts by consider

IS THIS HOW
YOUR MECHAHIC
SIGHS HIS WORK

t»
f th e m e c h a n ic w ho services your car is c a re le s s in
th e p la c e s you can see, )ust th in k w h a t he m ig h t have
d o n e in th e p la c e s you c a n 't
At G e rm a n A uto we provide th e c o n s c ie n tio u s e x p e rt
service your high p e rfo rm a n c e car n eed s for tro u b le -fre e
driving
So c h o o s e G e rm a n A uto We ve b een sig n in g our work
w ith c u s to m e r s a tis fa c tio n s in c e 1970 C a ll us to d a y for
an a p p o in tm e n t

I

Trust German Auto
Volkswagen Automobiles

273 P a c ific S tre e t, S an Luis O b is p o

543 7473

NATO S e cre ta ry -G e n e ra l
M anfred W oerner said the
decisions marked “the most radi
cal change in our alliance since
the foundation of NATO” in 1949.
The forces will fit into NATO’s
revised military concept, relying
on fewer nuclear weapons and
fewer troops in Germany. It is
expected to be adopted at a
NATO summit in November.
“Tlie new era has well and
truly begun for Europe and for
the alliance,” the defense mini
sters said in a final statement.
They said their new force

Going Out Of
Business^
Nothing Over

WE RE PROUD OF OUR HERITAGE

$ 1 4 9 9
^

JB

«<kll «4

i 4lÌAe«

3 COPIES EVERYDAY
Discover the details at

0 ’

structure for the mid-1990s will
have three components: main
defense forces, reaction forces
ready to defuse European crises,
and reinforcements, all from the
different nations.
“(The Soviets) still possess
thousands o f nuclear weapons
targeted on the United States
and our E uropean a llie s,”
Cheney said.
The ministers said political,
economic and ethnic pressures in
East European countries “could
lead to crises jeopardizing overall
stability in Europe.”
“We have to deal with a very
unstable situation around us,”

Woerner said. “That means we
have to structure our forces...in
a manner that allows us to hand
le all possible contingencies.”
He said the new rapid reac
tion force was designed for use
on NATO territory but could be
sent outside if all members
agreed. “It is not very likely to
happen but you cannot exclude
that,” he said.
Germany’s Constitution for
bids sending troops outside
NATO territory. But Chancellor
Helmut Kohl wants to amend the
Constitution to allow (Terman
participation in U.N. military
missions on non-NATO turf.

“We are looking at quality and
cost efficiency,” he said. “Some
programs might be wonderful,
but they only serve a few stu
dents for a high cost.”
. West said the state called for
Cal Poly to cut $9 million from
its 1991-92 budget. The sch(X)l
has already announced $2 mil
lion in administration cuts.

WORLD
From page 3

Speuah/mg in Porsche. Audi. BMW i

O f the remaining $7 million
shortfall, $1.6 million is expected
to be absorbed by state lottery
funds. West said. This formula
leaves $5.4 million to be cut from

academic programs.
West said that depending on
the s ta te ’ s bu dget, which
remains to be finalized, even
more cuts could be coming.
“But I hope not,” he said. “I
don’t know how we could cut any
more.”
The recommendations by the
faculty committee and the deans
are not binding on the final
decision, which is completely up
to Baker, West said. “But it
would be a foolish mistake to
think he will toss aside all the
work done by these folks. He
wouldn’t have asked for these
recommendations if he were
going to ignore them.”

in g the cost o f academ ic
programs compared to how many
students are served by them.

D]

850 Foothill • University Square
541- COPY
IF YO Ü fIR E
G R flD ü fiT IN G
\v

O R EVEN IF
YO U R R E N OT..

DowntON^ store only

LAWSUIT
From page 1

despite the fact that the charges
against Sanders were dropped,
“the plaintiff was, in fact guilty.”
The city claims that Sanders was
committing crimes, and the
police had probable cause to sub
due and arrest him.
Because Sanders resisted ar-

7"

M in i V a u lt S t o r a g e
Individual vaults, 7'x7'x8'
Clean, Secured Warehouse
Convenient location (close to downtown)
Call for Rates
Sandercock Transfer & Storage
543-6163
"Serving San Luis Obispo Since 1872"

I COUPON I
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rest and fought with fjolice, the
officers w'ere within their rights
and training to use force on him,
the response stated.
Sanders is asking for $1 mil
lion in punitive damages as well
as an unspecified amount for
general and specific damages,
such as medical and legal fees.
Sanders, who lives in Los An
geles, visited San Luis Obispo for
Poly Royal celebrations in April
1990.
The celebrations turned to
violence when students clashed
with police. More than 120
people were arrested.
Assistant City Attorney Cindy
Clemens said that neither she
nor the city’s lawyer would com
ment on the case beyond what is
c o n t a i n e d in the official
response. Clemens said it is com
mon policy for the city to hire a
private lawyer to defend it
against lawsuits.
Clemens said it is not unusual
for cases of this nature to take
up to five years to be resolved.
“This case is in its very early
stages,” she said.
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